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Abstract. The focus in BPM shifts from single processes to process interactions.
Business process architectures were established as convenient way to model and
analyze such interactions on an abstract level focusing on message and trigger
relations. Shared data objects are often a means of interrelating processes. In
this paper, we extract hidden data dependencies between processes from process
models with data annotations and their object life cycles. This information is used
to construct a business process architecture, thus enabling analysis with existing
methods. We describe and validate our approach on an extract from a case study
that demonstrates its applicability to real world use cases.

1 Introduction

The last decade has seen widespread adaptation of business process management re-
sulting in large process model collections. Although process models often need to
interact to deliver services or produce goods, they generally are elicited in isolation,
prone to miss the interdependencies with other processes. Business process architec-
tures (BPAs) have been proposed to provide an abstracted view on interrelated process
models (see [1] for a survey of BPA approaches). Our BPA approach [2, 3] relates pro-
cesses by trigger and message flows, allows for multiple process instances, n-to-m com-
munication, and offers formal verification.

While previous work dealt with modeling and verification of BPAs, this contribution
extracts data dependencies between processes. Even if the interaction of processes is
not modeled explicitly, process relations can be deduced by looking at the data objects
and how processes manipulate them. If one process produces a certain data object which
another process consumes, then those processes have to be carried out in sequence. We
summarize identified dependencies for several data objects in a process data depen-
dency matrix (PDM) and use it to construct a business process data architecture (data
BPA), which reveals and depicts hidden data-related interdependencies and thus eases
the management of process model collections. The resulting data BPA can be verified
with the method presented in [3] unveiling erroneous process interaction due to data.

Aside BPAs, several techniques have been introduced to depict business process in-
teractions, e.g., choreography diagrams in BPMN [4], service interaction patterns [5],
or Proclets [6]. The mentioned alternatives focus on the interaction behavior between
processes or services by modeling the message exchange. A BPA represents relations
between processes giving them a partial ordering with respect to process execution.
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In contrast to all aforementioned techniques, we utilize relations between data objects
utilized in multiple processes to determine the relations between these processes. This
naturally leads to the object-centric process modeling paradigm, e.g., [7], where a pro-
cess is modeled by the involved data objects and synchronization follows from data
state changes represented in object life cycles. This synchronization between multiple
object life cycles induces the partial ordering of all data object changes and therefore
the execution. Although architectures can be build based on this paradigm by synchro-
nizing object life cycles, no approach exists describing this procedure. Additionally, the
control flow view is only provided implicitly, whereas the combination of our approach
and our earlier work shows both perspectives. A first step towards integration of con-
trol flow and data was presented by Fahland et al. [8], who utilize Proclets to model
object-centric processes.

2 Scenario

Throughout the paper, we will use the following scenario taken from a case study on
order and delivery processes. Figures 1 to 3 present the five process models of our
scenario. Process p1 (Fig. 1) first analyses a verified order and checks if the ordered
products are in stock. If this is the case, they are shipped, the invoice is sent, and the
payment is received. Otherwise the products are built. Process p2 (Fig. 2a) is similar
to process p1 in Fig. 1, except that it sends the product only after the payment was
received and allows to reject an unconfirmed order. Process p3 (Fig. 2b) archives a
processed order. Process p4 (Fig. 3a) verifies the customer and may reject his order.
Finally, process p5 (Fig. 3b) handles invoicing and payment.

These processes utilize the two data objects “order” and “product”. Hence two object
life cycles (OLCs) are required. An OLC describes the manipulations allowed to be
performed upon the corresponding data object. The utilized OLCs will be presented
as part of the description of our approach in Section 4. All process models satisfy the
notion of weak conformance [9] with respect to the utilized data objects, i.e., process
models and OLCs do not contradict.
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3 Foundations

Data in process models can be represented by a set of data objects and their states. A
data object is an entity processed during process execution and is characterized by states
and state transitions. At any point in time, a data object is in exactly one state which
constitutes a business situation. We formalize data objects as object life cycles (OLCs)
which consist of a set of states S, a set of state transitions T ⊆ S × S, an initial, and a
final state. Note, that we consider only acyclic OLCs for now.

A process model consists of a set of control flow nodes and a relation defining the
partial ordering of activities performed during process execution. Further, activities can
be annotated with data objects, which represent pre- and postconditions for activities
and determine when an activity is enabled (in addition to control flow) as well as their
expected outcome. For each process model, we assume that it is structurally sound
and that it weakly conforms to all utilized data objects [9], i.e., for each data object
modification by an activity there exists a corresponding path in the OLC of this object.
We assume that all activities’ data object accesses are modeled and that no activity
writes a data object it has not read before.

BPA describe all processes of an organization and their interdependencies. Each pro-
cess is understood as a sequence of events, which are interconnected by message and
trigger flows, depicting process interaction on an abstract level. BPAs allow to model
multiplicities, a term subsuming the sending and receiving of variably many messages
and triggers to and from multiple process instances of several processes. [3] proposed
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correctness criteria for BPAs as well as a transformation into Open nets which allows
to model check the criteria.

Definition 1 (Business Process Architecture, based on [2, 3]). A Business Process
Architecture is a tuple (E,V,L, I,χ,μ,=), whereE is a set of events, partitioned in start
events,ES , end eventsEE , intermediate throwing eventsET , and intermediate catching
events EC and V is a partition of E representing a set of business processes with v ∈ V
being a sequence of events v = ⟨e1, ..., en⟩ such that e1 ∈ ES is a start event, en ∈ EE

an end event, and ei ∈ EC
∪ ET for 1 < i < n are intermediate events. L ⊆ (ET

∪

EE
)×EC is the message flow relation, I ⊆ (ET

∪EE
)×ES is the trigger relation, and

χ ⊆ {((e, e1), (e, e2)) ∣ (e, e1), (e, e2) ∈ L∪I} is a conflict relation indicating flows that
are mutually exclusive. Functionμ ∶ E → P (N0) denotes the multiplicity set of an event
and =⊆ (ET

×EC
) ∪ (EC

×ET
) is an equivalence relation between events of the same

process demanding that they send respectively receive the same number of messages. ◇

The conflict relation χ relates different flows from one event e which exclude each
other. Assume sending event e has three flows (e, e1), (e, e2) ∈ L, (e, e3) ∈ I and
(e, e1)χ (e, e2). Then it sends a trigger signal to e3 and a message to either e1 or e2.

4 Data Dependencies

In this section, we show how to extract data dependencies from process models and
OLCs, derive the Process Data Relation Matrix (PDM), and construct a Business Pro-
cess Data Architecture (data BPA).

4.1 Deriving the Process Data Relation Matrix

Annotating the Object Life Cycle. Activities in process models can read or modify data
objects. A modifying access changes the state of the data object, corresponding to a state
transition in the OLC. We label the state transitions with pairs of process and activity to
record their originator. This defines a relation map ⊆ (S ×P ×A× S), where P andA
are sets of process models and activities. The map is visualized as arc inscriptions, e.g.,
the modifying access is reflected by the inscription p2[b3] on the arc between states
“in stock” and “packed” in Fig. 4. The modifications performed by activities are not
limited to directly succeeding data states, but can comprise multiple state transitions,
as long as there exists a path in the OLC. Activity p1[a7] for example transforms data
object “product” from state “in stock” to state “shipped” omitting the intermediary state
“packed”. In this case an additional dashed arc is added to the annotated OLC. Activities
which only read data object state are also annotated, depicted by an arc originating from
the read state. For example Fig. 4 indicates that state “not in stock” is read by activities
a3 and a4 of process p1.

From the annotated OLC, one can deduce direct data dependencies between activities
by looking at consecutive state transitions. Two activities from two different processes
are dependent (p[ai] �→∎ p′[aj]) if one activity p′[aj] reads or modifies a data object that
another activity p[ai] has modified before. For example the transition “unverified” p4[d2]

���→

“rejected” of data object “order” is followed by the transition “rejected”p3[c1]
���→ “archived”.

Because c1 modifies a state written by d2 it can only occur afterwards.
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Fig. 4. Annotated product object life cycle

Additionally, we define the conflict
relation ⊗. Two annotated state tran-
sitions ∈ map are in conflict, when
they originate in the same source state
and belong to different processes. In
the OLC of “product” both p2[b3] and
p1[a7] originate in state “in stock” and
hence are in conflict.

Deriving Process Relations. The two base relations �→∎ and ⊗ on activity level are
lifted to process level, as follows. To determine the relation between two processes, all
direct relations between their activities need to be considered along all paths of the OLC
of shared data objects because different paths might show contradicting relations.

To determine exclusive processes it suffices that one pair of activities be in conflict
relation. The OLC in Fig. 5 implies p1[a2]⊗p2[b2] (because both originate in the same
state) and hence processes p1 and p2 are exclusive (p1#p2). The exclusive relation is
dominant, in the sense that it overrules other relations in ambiguous situations. Two pro-
cesses p and p′ are called completely exclusive (p[#]p′) if a conflict relation involving
their activities occurs along each path of the OLC.

Process p′ sequentially depends on process p with respect to a particular data object
D (written as p →D p′), if all data accesses of p happen before p′ accesses D for the
first time on any path of the corresponding OLC. Additionally, there must exist at least
one direct data dependency p[x] �→∎ p′[y]. Regarding the data object “order” process
p3 sequentially depends on p4 as can be seen from Fig. 5.
We define two variants of the sequential relation. Two processes p and p′ are sequen-
tially overlapping (�→↑ ) if p → p′ and p additionally reads the last state it has modi-
fied in parallel with process p′ on handover. A process p′ follows (�→↑ ↑↑ ) a process p, if
p′ only reads the modifications performed on a data object by process p, i.e. if there
are activities x1, . . . , xk of p and y1, . . . , yl of p′ such that p[xi] �→∎ p′[yj] for some
1 ≤ i ≤ k,1 ≤ j ≤ l and each yj has only reading access.

Two processes p, p′ are interacting (�→�→∨∨ ) if on some path of an OLC direct data de-
pendencies between activities of p and p′ occur and vice versa, i.e. p[xi] �→∎ p′[yj] and
p′[yk] �→∎ p[xl] for some activities xi, xl of p and yj, yk of p′. Additionally xi < xl

and yj ≤ yk have to hold regarding the behavioral profiles of p and p′. Because process
p induces the first data dependency on the path it is the initiator of the interaction. If the
condition for interacting processes holds on different paths of an OLC the initiator has to
be the same process on each path. Otherwise the processes are considered contradicting
(�). Generally, interacting means that two processes take turns operating on a data object.
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In the OLC of data object “order”, we find direct data dependenciesp2[b1] �→∎ p5[e1]
and p5[e2] �→∎ p2[b3] (on the top path “verified”–“confirmed”–“billed in advance”–
“paid in advance”–“shipped in advance”), and b1 < b3 as well as e1 < e2 hold. Therefore
we can deduce that p2 �→�→∨∨ p5.

Aggregation of Process Relations. So far we considered only single data objects to
determine process relations. However, as processes might be related via several data
objects we need to consider the cases in which the determined relations differ.

If the sequential relations for two processes agree in regard to all data objects they
both accesss, the processes are said to be sequentially dependent (→). Similarly, this
applies for sequentially overlapping and following relations. If, on the other hand, the
sequential relation differs for data objects D and D′, e.g. p →D p′ and p′ →D′ p, then
processes p, p′ are interacting, except when their behavioral profiles contradict. This
happens for example, when p[a] �→∎ p′[b1] in the OLC of D, p′[b2] �→∎ p[a] in the
OLC of D′ and b1 < b2 in the behavioral profile of p′ all hold.
Two processes are contradicting, if they are contradicting for at least one data object. A
PDM with contradicting processes when turned into a data BPA will fail to terminate,
because of deadlocks during execution. If two processes p and p′ are exclusive in regard
to one data object, while the other data objects yield different relations, we assume their
overall relation to be contradicting. However, processes we identified as contradicting
might succeed for some process traces, because activities causing the contradiction were
not executed in this trace. In such ambiguous cases, process traces need to be considered
which will be part of future work.

Table 1. PDM for scenario

Processes p1 p2 p3 p4 p5

p1 – # → ← #
p2 # – → ← �→�→∨∨

p3 ← ← – ← –
p4 → → → – –
p5 # ←�

←�∨∨ – – –

Table 1 shows the PDM for the running ex-
ample, which defines the coarse structure of the
data BPA that must conform to the identified re-
lations. As processes p3, p4, and p5 only access
the data object “order”, their relations are deter-
mined by this data object. Processes p1, p2 and
p3 sequentially depend on process p4, process p3

additionally is sequentially dependent on both p1

and p2. Processes p1 and p2 use both data ob-
jects, but because their relation is exclusive for
both, we can unambiguously identify their over-
all relation as exclusive in the PDM. Processes p1 and p5 are also exclusive because of
p1.[a7] ⊗ p5.[e1] in the OLC of the data object “order”.

4.2 Extracting the Business Process Data Architecture

The data dependencies represented in the annotated OLCs constitute an architecture
of their own, expressible as data BPA. Although the process relations identified in the
PDM (see Table 1) determine the overall structure of the data BPA, e.g. process prece-
dence, or exclusivity, they are too coarse-grained to determine the type and order of
events and relations in the BPA. Therefore, data BPA extraction requires the annotated
OLCs as well as behavioral profiles [10] of the process models.

From Activities to Events. To create a BPA, activities in the process models need to
be mapped onto events, β ∶ A ↦ E. However, there is no one-to-one mapping because
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internal activities are ignored. Only those activities are mapped, that occur in the data
dependency relation (domain(β) = {x ∣x �→∎ y or y �→∎ x}). Each pair x �→∎ y be-
comes a sending event β(x) and a receiving event β(y), which are related in the BPA.
Consider the annotated OLC of data object “order” in Fig. 5. Activity p2[b1] modifies
the state from “verified” to “confirmed”, a state which is read by activity p5[e1]. Pro-
cesses p2 and p5 have further data dependencies p2[b1] �→∎ p5[e1], p5[e2] �→∎ p2[b3]
and p5[e2] �→∎ p2[b4], which each turn into a pair of a sending and a receiving event.
Activity p2[b4] is furthermore in data dependency with p3[c1], meaning that β(b4) and
β(c1) are in relation. Since in the BPA formalism no event can be both sending and
receiving, a second event is introduced for b4 such that technically β ∶ A↦ 2E .

The Order of Events. To determine the types of relations and events and to order the
events inside BPA processes, we employ behavioral profiles [10]. If according to the
behavioral profile an activity a is minimal, i.e. it is the first activity in the process
model, β(a) is a start event. If a is maximal, i.e. the last activity, β(a) is an end event,
otherwise it is an intermediary event. The type of relation is now easy to decide, as all
flows ending in a start event are trigger flows, and otherwise are message flows. In the
running example, d1 is the last activity in p4 and hence β(d1) becomes an end event.
Activity a1 is minimal and hence mapped to a start event. The flow (β(d1), β(a1))

therefore is a trigger flow ∈ I . Since receiving event β(b3) is neither the first nor the
last activity of p2, it becomes an intermediate catching event ∈ EC and (β(e2), β(b3))
becomes a message flow ∈ L.

The data BPA process p2 contains several events, start event β(b1), intermediate
throwing event β(b2), intermediate catching events β(b3) and β(b4) and the end event
β(b4). To determine the order of the events we consult the behavioral profile and get
b1 < b2 < b3 < b4. This order on the activities translates into an order on the BPA events.

Conflicting Processes. The conflict relation ⊗ affects the creation of the data BPA in
the following way. In Fig. 5, activities p1[a1] and p2[b1] both transform data object
“order” from state “verified” to “confirmed”. Hence, those activities are conflicting and
the data BPA must prevent the processes, to which β(a1) and β(b1) belong, to be
instantiated at the same time. To achieve this, the trigger flows which instantiate ex-
clusive processes need to be in the BPA conflict relation χ. In the running example

Fig. 6. Resulting data BPA

both β(a1) and β(b1) are the start
events of their respective processes and
are both triggered by β(d1), because
of d1 �→∎ a1 and d1 �→∎ b1. For the
data BPA, this means that trigger flows
(β(d1), β(a1)), (β(d1), β(b1)) ∈ χ.
Graphically, this is depicted as a XOR
gateway in the resulting data BPA in Fig. 6.

Multiplicity. As described in Section 3, an activity a might have several data objects
as its precondition, e.g. data object “D” in state “s” and data object “E” in state “t”.
Assume that “D[s]” is written by p1[b] and “E[t]” is written by p2[c] and that p1 and p2

are non-exclusive, hence implying data dependencies b �→∎ a and c �→∎ a. In the BPA
this translates into sending events β(b) and β(c) both in flow relation with receiving
event β(a). Since a needs data objects from both b and c, also β(a) needs messages
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from both β(b) and β(c). To express this condition, the multiplicity of β(a) is set to
the total number of activities on which a depends, in this case μ(β(a)) = {2}.

However, the situation looks different if a has “D” in state “s” and “D” in state “t” as
its precondition. Because now either state would suffice to enable a, the receiving event
β(a) would need a message from either p1 or p2, and the multiplicity would be trivial.

5 Conclusion

In this contribution, we presented an approach to extract data interdependencies be-
tween a set of process models and vizualize them as business process data architecture
(data BPA). Our approach assumes that process models are annotated with data objects
and that weakly conforming object life cycles (OLCs) for this objects are given.

The data modifications performed by process activities are annotated in the OLCs
to derive direct data dependencies (�→∎ and ⊗) between activities. Based on that, we
extract relations between processes for single and multiple data objects and summarize
them in the process data dependency matrix (PDM). Another result is the data BPA,
which visualizes found interdependencies and allows formal analysis.

To unambiguously determine some process relations it is required to consider execu-
tion traces of process models, which was not part of this contribution. In future work
we will also work on lifting the restriction of acyclic OLCs. Our next goal is to com-
bine the data BPAs from this contribution with control flow based BPAs and check their
conformance, to accurately represent interdependencies in process model collections.
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